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Video 232: Q&A Session #58 
by Wes Penre and Ariel Glad, September 21, 2020 

 

The video to this transcript can be found on our Video channel: https://wespenrevideos.com    

 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

    

 

elcome to a new Q&A video! We are currently working on some articles that 

we think and hope you will find interesting, so we’ll insert this Q&A in the 

meantime. We get good questions, so please submit your own questions at 

wespenreproductions@gmail.com. Now, let’s start… 

 

QUESTION 1: Have you heard about pure land Buddhism?  If not, look into it. They say it 

is outside of Samsara (which is reincarnation in Buddhism), so that interests me. I was 

very intrigued until I read after reaching enlightenment here you have one more life as a 

Buddha?  
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ANSWER: This is similar to what we have concluded as well, in a sense. When we die, we 

go where we are ready to go. Orion would be the highest construct in what we would 

deem as the material universe, and those who have followed us probably would aim for 

Orion after this lifetime. Orion in itself is divided into two “Heavens,” the 8th and the 9th. 

Those who go to the 9th Heaven have a choice, according to the Gnostic texts; they can 

either go to the Pleroma (the Spiritual Realm) or go back to Earth one more time as 

teachers. Some call these teachers “Ascended Masters,” although this term needs to be 

distinguished from En.ki’s/Yaldabaoth’s ascended masters, who are a mimic of the 

original Orion concept. 

QUESTION 2: "Outside universe is just our own projection from what is within our minds." 

How could you explain all the injustices in this world? I know that the world was created 

in ignorance and we cannot make it a paradise. I guess it’s hard to create something 

positive for yourself when you witness so much undeserved justice people experience on 

a daily basis. Maybe feelings of guilt, because you choose to focus on yourself and in order 

to remain positive and create from a higher vibrational level, you can’t let the outside 

world affect you but you care and realise how badly others are treated and it feels guilty 

when you don’t take action to help.  

I guess guilt is a massive part in this. Why are we so vulnerable to feeling this way? 

ANSWER: First, regarding the quote; yes, we project our inner inside universe outwards 

onto an outside material universe, but ultimately, things that are perceived as outside of 

us is inside Sophia’s/the Queen’s mind. But we also have Sophia’s mind inside ourselves. 

Injustice, violence, hostility, crime, and other abusive actions is a consequence of 

Ignorance/Darkness, as mentioned in our Gnostic Series. The Earth Realm we are 

currently living in—also called the Underworld—is a realm of death and the fear of death. 

Therefore, the common denominator in this part of the Kenoma/Matrix is “survival.” 

Everything here is set up to die—nothing survives. So, the human soul group is in constant 

survival mode, which makes many people selfish in their attempts to survive as well as 

possible. This creates a lot of conflicts. So, the common denominator is survival, and this 

desperation to survive always originates in fear. 
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Before we descended into the current construct, the human soul group was supposed to 

graduate together in one group, but because of the density of the current version of Earth, 

this has showed to be virtually impossible. Therefore, we need to wake up and graduate 

one by one. It’s always a good thing to educate others, but every single human must do 

their own work. You can’t help anybody with that other than to support them. It’s a 

personal inner work. It’s tough to observe others not willing to wake up, but it’s not our 

job to do the work for them. This is a universe of freewill, and with that comes a lot of 

personal responsibility. 

It only seems that we are vulnerable to the feelings you mention because we tend to let 

them get control over our emotions and we begin to react from feelings of guilt, shame, 

fear, anger, etc. rather than using these things to turn inward and discover these aspects 

of ourselves that need to be resolved. Our “outer” world is a projection, both individually 

and collectively, of who we are on the “inside” and some of that is not readily available 

on the surface. Or even more, we might think we have discovered the root of our 

emotional distress only to be prompted to reflect over it again, due to some other 

situation and find out that there is more to discover buried even deeper. This may happen 

many times as we dig around and explore the darkness (shadow) of our consciousness.  

Why does this keep happening?  

One reason that seems to be more possible than any other, at the moment, is that THIS 

is the reason we are here; to be confronted with our own darkness (shadow) by not only 

experiencing within but also without. Meaning, you will have your own darkness that you 

are aware of, but others will also reflect your darkness back to you and help you illuminate 

the darkness of your own subconscious. When we can learn to see this as a process, we 

no longer feel guilty when we witness this process in others (their own darkness). They 

are not only our mirror but we are also their mirror, and this is the only part of the 

exchange we control. This transmutes the energy/emotion from shame, fear, and anger 

to one of love, support, and encouragement because you can now recognize that each 

person is having their own process and each of us are at different stages or levels of this 

process. Your own feelings of “guilt” are part of your process to understand why you feel 

that way and what you want to do about it. You don’t have to take on the responsibility 

of what others create. You only have the responsibility of what you create. It really 

doesn’t have anything to do with being “positive” because we all will create what we are 
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on the inside regardless of whether it is positive or not. Some say we are here to find 

LOVE in a reality in which LOVE is discovered through the absence of IT. 

QUESTION 3: These bodies we have come with numerous programs (amnesia, fear of 

death, etc.). Do the planets have an effect on our everyday life due to our bodies or our 

chakras? I know "addiction" has ET origins i.e. attachments, but do the planets have much 

to do with it as well? 

ANSWER: They sure do! This is related to astrology, and there are more knowledgeable 

people on this subject than we are, but we can attempt to explain it in this way: Just like 

we incarnate into a very specific physical body with genetic characteristics and cultural 

influences we also incarnate here with very specific psychological or metaphysical 

attributes that are both common to all and at the same time very unique to our individual 

being. This is your birth or natal configuration as it relates to the arrangements and 

positions of cosmic/heavenly bodies used in astrology practices. These are your personal 

signs, in other words. There are many people on the planet who have brown hair, brown 

eyes, and brown skin, but no two are exactly identical (almost none, that is). There are 

many who incarnate here under the astrological sign of Scorpio, with certain planets and 

other cosmic alignments in certain positions at their incarnation point, which will be 

similar as well, but at the same time unique to the individual.  

Think of the physical body as one tool in your toolkit to use here and your psychological 

or astrological attributes as another type of tool in your toolkit. We ALL have these things 

to work with while we are here to navigate and use for our spiritual development. These 

things can be both strengths and weaknesses, neither always being one or the other. 

Some times in our lives, a strength that we embodied in the past might prove to be a 

weakness at other times. Our perception and perspective of these attributes will be 

determined by how well we can see a bigger picture. Now that we have the individual 

package recognized, we also are part of a larger collective and there are larger energies 

and archetypes that have influence on us, as well. HOW we experience these things will 

depend on which tools we have practice with and have learned to use and which ones are 

still being ignored or rarely used. For example, a planet may represent the energy or 

archetype of war or conflict. Everyone on the planet may be under this energy at the same 

time, but how that shows up in your individual life reality may be different, and how you 

deal with that energy will be as unique as your own personal psychological development. 
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On a larger scale, we may be part of a slightly larger group of humans such as nation states 

and those influences may be showing up as a slightly larger picture or situation. If we keep 

expanding this concept, we as a total collective of humans on the same planet will also 

experience this energy at this level. We are layers upon layers of descending frequencies 

of experience from the largest being the Universal or Cosmic perspective down to the 

very intimate and individual level.  

So, both planets and star constellation have impacts on our lives. This is why astrology 

work as well as it does. As mentioned above, when you’re born, the celestial bodies are 

in a certain position, and that determines your destiny as a physical human. It also helps 

forming your personality traits. However, that is not set in stone; you can change your 

destiny throughout your lifetime by making choices. Because we live the same life over 

and over, from what we’ve concluded, people repeat their previous lifetime over and over 

in new incarnations, and if we don’t make different choices in a certain lifetime, compared 

to the lifetime before, the person’s new incarnation will be fairly identical to the previous 

one. The progress we make depends on the choices we make.  

Regarding addiction, we would say that it has a lot to do with genetics and upbringing. If 

one or both parents are alcoholics, for example, chances are that the child will become 

an alcoholic, as well. However, you are also correct—the alignment of the heavenly 

bodies when we are born have something to do with it, too. Certain alignments can make 

us more predisposed to addiction than others. 

QUESTION 4: While viewing a video recently they mentioned the Milky Way and how it is 

called by many different names (which I did not know).  What name is given for the Milky 

Way from the Gnosis viewpoint?  Is that the Pleroma? 

ANSWER: The Milky Way is not mentioned in that context in the Gnostic texts. Our galaxy 

is telling us the human story. The other galaxies have very little to do with us. Everything 

that is conveyed in the Gnostic texts addressed only this galaxy and the Pleroma—the 

Milky Way is not the Pleroma, but most of it belongs to Orion, although some star systems 

are inhabited by the Archons/AIF and their minions, as discussed in the Wes Penre Papers, 

Level 4.  

The Milky Way is also called “The Womb of the Mother.” If you look at its spiral structure, 

all these stars emanate from the galactic core, like if they were “breathed out” in a spiral 
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structure. The core of the galaxy, as we see it, can be perceived as a portal—perhaps to 

and from the Pleroma. The Milky Way is Sophia’s creation.  

The twelve original Archons reside in our own solar system, as we can see in ancient 

diagrams, like the one on the video screen right now. 

 

Outside the solar system is Orion, except for the parts of the galaxy that are in 

Yaldabaoth’s domain, as mentioned earlier. We will write a separate article on the Milky 

Way Galaxy within short… 

QUESTION 5: Should we be careful with the LOA (Law of Attraction)/manifestation 

because it is primarily a New Age practice? 

ANSWER:  The Law of Attraction is not primarily a New Age practice, although New Age 

has incorporated it into their own belief system. We are all Creators, and we create with 

our thoughts and intention. The Universe is thought-responsive, so we get back what we 

let out—good or bad. This is why we need to be in control of our own intentions and 

thoughts as much as we possibly can. Because of trauma, lower emotions, of which 

negative thoughts are a part, humans tend to create things that they don’t want—our 
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thoughts and intentions often include negative attributes, so we create our own 

conflicting realities. As the saying goes, “be careful what you wish for because you might 

get it!” 

While many New Age practices are taught using Hermetic principles and ALL religious 

practices use them (not just New Age, by the way), these principles are what we could 

also call Universal Laws. The Law of Attraction simply means that we attract or repel 

energetic experiences based on the vibration of our own energy. This isn’t something we 

can just decide not to do. This is how things work. We can choose to ignore it, but that 

doesn’t change the principle. The only thing we can do is to learn better how it works. 

When we do, we take control and assume personal responsibility for our lives and what 

we create in our own personal reality (which ultimately affects the reality of others 

because others are also subjected to the influence of attraction or resistance). For 

example, when molecules are exposed to heat they speed up. When heat is removed, 

those same molecules will slow down.  

Think about water in this context. When we heat water, it will eventually become water 

vapor (steam) and when we put water in a freezer it will turn to ice. We don’t have to 

understand how this works, but it works whether we believe in it or not. No, we don’t 

have to learn about the Law of Attraction the same as we do not need to learn about how 

temperature affects water, but it might help to know for times when we actually want to 

control how hot or cold our drink will be. Knowing how it works helps us to get exactly 

whatever it is that we desire more efficiently. 

 

Please consider supporting us on Patreon at patreon.com/wespenre. This URL will also be 

in the transcript and on the last frame of this video. It’s because of your support that we 

can continue doing what we are doing, so your contribution is highly appreciated! 

We’d like to end this video with a SHOUT-OUT to our Tier 3 and Tier 4 Patrons. We really 

appreciate your support, and you are greatly contributing to that we can continue doing 

what we’re doing. 

Lucy 

Nadine&Jose 
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